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The ultimate action/adventure trilogy begins, with #1 bestselling author Gordon Korman
plunging readers into the heart of the Titanic.The Titanic is meant to be unsinkable, but as it
begins its maiden voyage, there's plenty of danger waiting for four of its young passengers.
Paddy is a stowaway, escaping a deadly past. Sophie's mother is delivered to the ship by police -
after she and Sophie have been arrested. Juliana's father is an eccentric whose riches can
barely hide his madness. And Alfie is hiding a secret that could get him kicked off the ship
immediately.The lives of these four passengers will be forever linked with the fate of Titanic. And
the farther they get from shore, the more the danger looms. . . .

Praise for Gordon Korman's Titanic series:"Though best known and loved for his humorous
books, Korman has proven here, as he has with the other adventure series he's penned, that he
is far from a one-trick pony." ― Quill & Quire"[Korman] knows how to spin a lively and engaging
tale. Hanging it on an already fascinating, albeit tragic, slice of history means it wins on all levels:
a thrilling account of a heart-stopping disaster, and a set of fictional characters seamlessly
intertwined with real life." ― The Montreal Gazette"Korman manages to tell the story of the
Titanic smoothly while also introducing other elements of the early twentieth century...Altogether
an enjoyable read that makes this tragic story come alive with personal narratives." ― Resource
Links"Highly Recommended" ― Canadian Review of MaterialsPraise for Gordon Korman's
Titanic series:"Though best known and loved for his humorous books, Korman has proven here,
as he has with the other adventure series he's penned, that he is far from a one-trick pony." ―
Quill & Quire"[Korman] knows how to spin a lively and engaging tale. Hanging it on an already
fascinating, albeit tragic, slice of history means it wins on all levels: a thrilling account of a heart-
stopping disaster, and a set of fictional characters seamlessly intertwined with real life." ― The
Montreal Gazette"Korman manages to tell the story of the Titanic smoothly while also
introducing other elements of the early twentieth century...Altogether an enjoyable read that
makes this tragic story come alive with personal narratives." ― Resource Links"Highly
Recommended" ― Canadian Review of MaterialsAbout the AuthorGordon Korman is the
beloved author of over one hundred novels for young readers, including hilarious middle-grade
classics such as the Macdonald Hall series, I Want to Go Home and Slacker. Born in Montreal,
Quebec, Gordon grew up in Thornhill, Ontario, and now lives in New York with his family. Visit
him online at www.gordonkorman.com.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.From Titanic Book One: UnsinkableRMS CARPATHIAMonday, April 15, 1912, 9:30
A.M.They stood four deep on the afterdeck of the Carpathia, chilled to the bone, staring out at
nothing. Dark water, light swells―no evidence that barely seven hours before, the largest and
most magnificent ship the world had ever seen had sailed there in all her glory. The truth was



nearly impossible to believe: The RMS Titanic lay at the bottom of the sea, along with everyone
who sailed in her, save the 706 souls rescued and now aboard the Carpathia."Look!"The cry
energized the exhausted throng. A flash of color among the endless waves.A survivor?And then
the swell turned over the item that stirred their frozen hearts with momentary hope. A deck chair.
Nothing more.Read more
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Ebook Library Reader, “Great for Titanic Fans. Good book for Titanic fans.”

sam200318, “Daughter loves. Daughter loves”

K.G., “Good I guess. I liked this book because it was suspenseful and action ish. It was a good
cliffhanger at the end of the book. Definitely getting the next one”

Geneva I. Wilson, “Good series!!!. Books 2 and 3 were donated to the library I work at. I love
most things Titanic and I love mysteries so I took the books home, ordered book 1 and waited for
it to arrive. I read all three in one sitting once book 1 arrived. It's a good series, excellent for kids
in grade 7 and up and parents will like it too.”

P. Blevins, “Christmas gift. Grandson can't wait to read series”

Elizabeth S. Nahom, “Nice piece of historical fiction. My 8 year old read this for a book report. I
put it on my Kindle in case she accidentally left the book at home while we were out. She and I
both read it and agree that it's a good book. It definitely ends with a cliff hanger. We had many
discussions on what was real and what was fiction. My daughter isn't a huge reader and this
book kept her interest.”

jennifer yoder, “Book. My son loved them”

Rebecca Ednie, “Great read for teens. A nice twist on the historical story from the perspective of
teens on the voyage. Well written enough for adults to enjoy too. The details seem factual within
my knowledge base and care is taken to keep characters from being two dimensional. The story
is interesting, a good mystery. Be sure to check out parts 2 and 3.”

Landon Woolhouse, “Great book!. Great book and fast delivery too!”

richard fornwald, “Five Stars. very nice book”

Anju, “It was good. It was good”

Marcy Cook, “Not what I thought. Bought all three books in this series for my father as a
Christmas present. I didn't read the description well enough or the reviews, as they are children's
books. My mistake and my Dad still wanted to read them so as long as he get some enjoyment
from the tale they were worth the buy.UPDATE!!!! Jan 2nd, 2014 - I talked to my Dad today and
asked if he had looked at these books yet or ready any of the first one...he has already read all



three and enjoyed them very, very much!! He said they were great stories and very factual based
on all the other Titanic books he had read over the years, my Dad is 83 almost 84, so he has
read a few! He really like the story portion as apposed to it just being data.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 182 people have provided feedback.
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